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SWANENG :  THE EARLY YEARS 

 

Part 1 :  We Are Given the Site (late 1962) 

 

Standing, at sunset, on the western boundary of the land that had been allocated to us 
earlier that day by Kgosi Rasebolai Kgamane for the building of the new School, not far 
from Job Mataboge's yard, Liz and I looked eastwards across the acacia-covered slope, 
dominated dramatically by two great hills on the skyline. As we did so, a great golden full 
moon began rising from behind the larger hill, filling the sky and the land with its soft light. 
There was no sign of human habitation nor sound nor movement of any living creature in 
this primordial scene. We would never forget it. 
 

We would start building where we stood, and from those memorable Hills we would take 
the name for our new School. Those Hills were Mma and Rra Swaneng. 

 

 

Liz and I had spent several months planning for this moment. There had been many meetings 
with the Bamangwato Tribal Authority, Mr Rasebolai Kgamane, and his Council. Seretse 
Khama, then Tribal Secretary, had given the proposal his blessing. We had set up a 
Provisional Committee of Tribal elders to apply for the land, to decide the location and 
the size of the land we required, the School's name, the level of education, whether it 
would take both girls and boys, and the rules for admission. The land was allocated in 
December 1962, and we had to be ready to open our School by the first week of February. 
 

We had provided Mr Hunter, the Director of Education for the Protectorate, with all the 
necessary documentation. Regarding funding, he had accepted that we planned to open 
our School on a small scale. Both Liz and I would teach and would draw low salaries. We 
thought we could find enough money to build a classroom and some rondavels to live in 
by early 1963, and to keep the School going for the first year. Future growth would depend 
on our ability to raise the necessary funds, but we thought that would be easier once we'd 
made a start. On this basis, Mr Hunter approved our proposition. 
 

Guy Clutton-Brock of the Bamangwato Development Association at Radisele had listened 
to our plans and suggested that Liz and I seek teaching appointments in a Primary school 
in Serowe, to get to know the practice and state of education in Bechuanaland. It would 
demonstrate that we were serious about our plans to build a School. Mr Hunter duly gave 
his approval once all the necessary paperwork had been completed and we accepted our 
posts at Simon Ratshosa Primary School for the last 6 months of 1962. 
 

We lived next to the site, in a room kindly offered to us by Job and Maria Mataboge. They 
were a great support to us in those early days — he, often offering lifts in his truck if he 
passed us cycling home from school; and she, often bringing us tea, with bread or cake 
she'd baked herself. 
 

There was no public transport within Serowe in those days. People walked great distances 
to attend to their affairs in and around the village. They also travelled in all directions by 
bus, lorry, tractors with trailers and by ox-wagon to and from Serowe, to their lands and 
cattleposts. There was a noticeable absence of able-bodied young men, because many 
were away in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia as migrant workers. 
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On our daily bicycle rides though the village to the Primary school, we learnt a great deal 
about the lives of the people at that time. Knowing the present-day Serowe, it is really 
difficult to recall how things were fifty years ago — when Botswana was still Bechuana-
land and a Protectorate administered by the British. 
 

Serowe was one of the largest villages in Africa — eight miles across and with a population 
of about 36,000. Most of the houses were traditionally built, with mud walls and roofed 
with thatch. Many had no toilets, and few yards had piped water. People, mostly women 
and girls, carried their water from public taps and travelled far into the bush to gather 
firewood each day. Only the white traders and the Khama family had electricity in their 
homes. At night, people used candles or paraffin lamps indoors, or sat in the firelight out-
side. Most people went to bed early. 
 

Goats ran freely everywhere, nibbling every green shoot that struggled to grow in the 
parched, eroded, hard-baked soil. And when rain finally came, abruptly, in drenching 
torrents with lightning and deafening thunder, it carried away the precious topsoil, rushed 
down the gullies and was gone — leaving the riverbeds dry and dusty once again. 
 

We did not know it then, but we were about to witness a period of devastating drought 
that was to last for several years and bring with it great hardship and suffering to the 
people of the country. 

 

K.K. Baruti was the Principal at Simon Ratshosa Primary School in those days. We were 
teaching pupils in their last two years of Primary school and he made us very aware that 
there were large numbers of Primary school leavers throughout Bechuanaland but few 
Secondary schools. Pressure for admission was intense, and we were very concerned that 
the bright, hard-working pupils we had come to know might not be able to continue their 
education. 
 

In discussions with the pupils in my class, who would shortly be taking their final examina-
tions, I told them of our plans to build a Secondary school, and I invited them to join me in 
the afternoons in working on the new school land. Some might indeed be admitted and 
would have an incentive to see a school arise from the bush. But in case some did not get 
a place, everyone who came to help would receive 5 cents an afternoon — a fair sum, at 
the time. Liz and I paid this out of our wages. 
 

We had two main tasks on these afternoons, given our limited funds. The bigger boys 
hacked away at thorn trees to clear a road from the School to the Palapye road, while the 
rest of us gathered stones and worked on measures to contain and overcome the terrible 
erosion that we had witnessed — to try to hold the soil and moisture if it should rain again. 
 

Each night, after marking and preparing the next day's lessons, we wrote letters to friends 
and family, to all the people we'd ever met, asking for funds for the School. Liz appealed 
to the Olympia company and they donated a typewriter; Liz's uncle, Harold Blackham, had 
written to say he was sure he could find £500 from the British Humanists and US $5000 
from his friend, Dr Prynce Hopkins in the U.S.  A local trader, Benny Steinberg, promised to 
drill a borehole for us as a donation, and by the next day his crew and rigs were on the site. 

 

In December, a group of some 20 volunteers, mostly students, and of all races, arrived 
from the South African Work Camps Association (SAWCA), to help start building Swaneng 
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Hill School. By now, we had promises of funding, but at that moment we had just enough 
money to build a classroom and a rondavel for us to live in. Every one of the volunteers 
worked hard, but none of them had building skills. We engaged two local builders for 
whom the work-campers provided labour: carrying water, bricks and other building 
materials, digging foundations, mixing concrete and carting and laying it, collecting rock 
and sand infill and packing it, and mixing mortar. They did a sterling job and when they left, 
our rondavel and the classroom were well advanced. 
 

The work was hard and we had barely two months in which to complete it, but as a result 
of the collective efforts of the two builders — Solomon Matabane and Todd Kuhlmann — 
with a few hired local labourers to support them, as well as the hard work of the Primary 
school pupils and the work-campers, the buildings were ready by the end of the first full 
week of February 1963, and we opened our School on the targeted date. 
 

Liz was six weeks pregnant when we were ready to open the School. We would share the 
teaching between us, offering English Language and Literature, History and Geography, 
Mathematics, and Science, and taking on Mr Peto Sekgoma's elder son Mokhutshwane, 
who had just passed his Senior Secondary school examinations, to teach Setswana and 
Chemistry. We'd spent many hours preparing for the first weeks of teaching and were 
more than ready for our first day. 

 

*    *    * 
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Part 2 :  Work, Study, Co-operation, Democracy : 

Swaneng’’’’s Emerging Policy of Self-reliance 

 

"Can you make us a sports field, please, Sir?" the newly elected Head Boy, Otsogile Pitso, 
asked me on the fifth day of our first week of school. 
 

"Well," I answered, "We have just so much money and much to do. If we spend the little 
we have employing people to do that job, there'll be less for desks and books and lunches, 
and less to employ more teachers. At the moment, as you well know, you're sitting on 
planks and you have wooden boards for desks," I added, looking at the temporary, make-
shift classroom furniture perched on bricks. 
 

Otsogile left to discuss the matter with the Student Council which had been elected by the 
students on the third day. That afternoon Otsogile came back to tell me the students had 
decided that they would make the sports field themselves, in their own time, cutting down 
and destumping thorn trees in the area they asked me to demarcate for the purpose. I was 
also asked to arrange for the "government tractor", as Otsogile called the grader that 
scraped the local dirt roads, to level the field after they'd cleared it. They began work the 
next day, which was a Saturday. 
 

They say that Necessity is the Mother of Invention, and there is no doubt that this response 
from our first students, so early in our history, planted an important seed that gave us the 
first hint of the co-operative, self-reliant attitude to problem-solving that would define 
our School. 

 

 

Twenty-eight of the young people we'd enrolled had arrived on the new School's first 
day. Several came from South Africa. As planned, Liz and I shared the teaching with 
Mokhutshwane Sekgoma. Our days were long and busy — teaching, dealing with admin-
istration and fundraising, and supervising construction. We had no phone, no electricity 
and only bicycles for transport into Serowe. 
 

In their free time the students all set to with determination and vigour to clear the area for 
the sports field. The boys were clearly experienced in such work, as they'd done it often at 
their own lands, and knew how the wag’n’bietjie (wait-a-minute) bushes, as the Afrikaners 
called them, clutched at one's hands and clothing. They roped the lower branches of 
these acacias tightly together, forcing them upwards, so that they could dig deeply around 
the trunks without harm from the vicious thorns. Having exposed the roots they hacked 
at them with axes, and if they were too thick, made fires in the holes they'd dug to burn 
them. Then they cut off the branches, which the girls removed to use as our temporary 
fences and for firewood. Mokhutshwane and I worked with them. We also bought trees 
from Francistown nursery to plant on other parts of the site. 

 

The Provisional Committee had completed its task. They agreed that the School now 
needed a Board of Governors, but were at first uneasy when I suggested that we should 
invite the parents to elect such a Board. They were eventually persuaded of the benefits 
of our democratic approach, and a meeting of parents was called. 
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Some of the twelve now elected were parents, some were teachers at primary schools, 
one or two, like Mr Peto Sekgoma, were prominent in the tribal hierarchy. Mr Mogwe, the 
Education Officer, was also elected. At their first meeting they discussed and approved a 
Draft Constitution and an Educational Policy outline that I presented to them. 

 

I had thought a lot about the purpose of education in this Protectorate and what the future 
might hold for the country. Knowing Botswana today, it is important to look back and try to 
relive the Bechuanaland Protectorate of those early days — in which we were struggling to 
build our School. 
 

When asked why the British had neglected his country, Seretse Khama used to reply, "We 
asked the British to protect us from the Boers, we didn't ask them to take charge of us 
and develop us!" Even so, it seemed to us, in those early days of 1963, that in neglecting 
the Territory for so long, the British had left the country at the mercy of its two powerful 
neighbours and vulnerable to economic domination by South Africa. 
 

Britain governed Bechuanaland indirectly through the Paramount Chiefs of its eight 
Setswana-speaking Tribes, through local District Commissioners within the Territory, and 
its High Commission in South Africa and its Resident Commissioner in Bechuanaland's 
capital, Mafikeng — just over the border in South Africa. The Territory was part of the 
South African Customs and Monetary Union and its rail line ran from Southern Rhodesia 
to South Africa through the Territory and was run by the Rhodesia Railways Company. 
 

Bechuanaland was one of the poorest countries in the world at that time. With little 
manufacturing industry of its own and few raw material exports — other than cattle and 
some produce from the freehold farming blocks — it was dependent on the British to 
finance 50% of its recurrent annual budget. Most manufactured goods and a great deal of 
food came in from South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, while many thousands of migrant 
workers left the country to work in the mines and white-owned farms there. This flow of 
manpower and goods was facilitated by the railway line. 
 

We witnessed every day in Serowe the effects of this unequal relationship with South Africa 
and how it constantly distorted Bechuanaland's development — creating dependence, 
siphoning off the ablest and fittest, and undermining local economic activity and the 
production of food. A handful of white settlers controlled the Protectorate's commercial 
life — cattle sales and shipments and retail stores. 
 

The first modern nationalist parties emerged in the early 1960's with Dr Kgalemang 
Motsete's Bechuanaland People's Party. Mr Motsamai Mpho became its secretary-general, 
and the party began to agitate for self-government. It was unclear when Independence 
would come, but we knew that the British planned to move the capital out of Mafikeng in 
1965. The likelihood was that the three Protectorates — Bechuanaland, Basutoland, and 
Swaziland — would be offered their independence. How could we best prepare our 
students for this? Given the lack of development in the Protectorate at that time, how 
could we offer them the most appropriate skills to improve the lives of their families and 
their communities in the future? 

 

On our journey to Bechuanaland in 1962, Liz and I had travelled overland from Europe for 
three months, learning about the development strategies of newly independent states 
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such as Kenya and Tanzania. I had valuable discussions with officials and advisers on our 
journey and read everything I could lay my hands on about the education policies of these 
new African governments to the north, and indeed of post-colonial governments elsewhere. 
 

The British had largely neglected education in Bechuanaland. The population in 1963 was 
half a million, with 100,000 children of school-going age but only half of them attending 
Primary school. There were 1,000 Primary school teachers, half of them without qualifica-
tion above Primary level. Fewer than 3,000 pupils per year finished 4th grade and only 700 
completed all 6 grades of Primary school. 
 

There were only six secondary schools in the Protectorate when we arrived, with a total 
enrolment of 600 students. Only two schools offered GCE "O" level; none offered "A" 
level. 
 

The prevailing view of the experts of the day, writing about post-colonial societies, was 
that education was an essential prerequisite for development. That seemed to make sense, 
but in the foreseeable future only a tiny handful of the population were likely to complete 
a secondary education. Given Bechuanaland's massive under-development, only a few 
would find paid work in the Protectorate. Many young men would be forced to leave the 
country to seek work in the mines and farms of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia. 
 

The Administration's annual budget was severely constrained. We suspected, from our 
knowledge of experience elsewhere, that there was every likelihood that most secondary 
school graduates would become part of a small élite, preoccupied with their own privilege. 
The great majority of pupils leaving primary education would be rejected and labelled as 
failures. How could we encourage our own students to see that this was unacceptable — 
and that they should seek, instead, to bring about the kind of development that would 
benefit all? 
 

Our own School's emerging policy of self-reliance, exemplified by work-camp activities 
and student voluntary labour, originated as much out of necessity as by design. This was 
because of our own limited funding, but we could see that it was key. It paved the way 
for implementing the ideas that we should teach our students about development, imbue 
them with a commitment to it and pass on to them the skills needed. And our Board had 
been prepared to go along with that. 
 

Phrases used in our first fundraising brochure, sent out soon after our first Board meeting, 
were formulated following the thinking I'd had to do to prepare educational policy proposals 
for the Board: 
 

Our education would not be a ladder on which ambition might climb to privilege. We 
would try to ensure that when our students left us, they would feel under some compul-
sion from within themselves, through sympathy and fellow feeling with the poor and 
hungry, to fight want, ignorance and disease in their midst. We sought to equip them 
not only with the commitment but also with the skills and knowledge to tackle, themselves, 
the problems facing their land. 

 

Liz and I had two rules for ourselves, the first being that we would share in the menial and 
manual work that we called on our students to perform, and the second, that we should 
maintain a modest lifestyle. I dug trenches and mixed concrete, loaded sand and rubble 
for filling inside the footings of buildings, and hacked at thornbush as hard and as well as 
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the best. Our bicycles were our only means of transport in Serowe. When travelling further 
afield we hitched lifts and took buses and lorries. Most of the White trading community 
ridiculed our behaviour and thought us odd and unkempt, but we drew strength from the 
way we had chosen to live. 
 

Clearing the bush — to make way for the sports field and further building — took months. 
The students also decided to organise a Gardening Group and a Cooking Group. They grew 
their own vegetables, cooked their own morning and late afternoon meals, and stayed on 
late in order to study. 

 

One of my pleasures at the end of each day was to walk around our site to survey the 
progress of our various activities. Fences were being erected, more land cleared, and new 
trees planted. Vegetables in our gardens were growing well. Our builders were engaged 
in erecting quarters for teachers scheduled to arrive at different times later that year. As 
each building neared completion, we had a growing sense of solid and useful achievement. 

 

Mokhutshwane Sekgoma offered to organise a work-camp of students from other Secondary 
schools, including some who had earlier passed the Cambridge school certificate examina-
tions and were awaiting the results of applications for further study in Britain — among 
them was a young Festus Mogae. I gladly accepted. They arrived a couple of weeks later. 
We had decided to make a start with an eight-classroom block, for which we had just 
received the plans from Lawrence Isaacson, an architect friend in London. We had money 
enough only for cement, sand and stones for the concrete foundations, but we were hope-
ful of additional funds. The builders and I set it out, and then the student work-campers, 
Mokhutshwane and I dug the foundation trenches and mixed and poured the concrete. 
Our own students joined the work-campers and a great deal was achieved by everyone. 
 

After the work-camp came to an end, our students decided to make Saturday voluntary 
work a regular feature of school life, so as to continue construction of the classroom 
block and to help with other tasks of the School's development. It was an important 
consolidation of our policy of self-reliance, and one in which the leadership of Head Boy 
Otsogile Pitso, and his deputy, was crucial. 

 

Response to our fundraising letters greatly increased, now that we had made a promising 
start and were able to include photographs of our activities, gardens and new buildings. 
We gained interest and publicity in various newspaper articles in South Africa and in Britain. 
South African friends visited frequently and helped with buying and transporting school 
supplies and textbooks. The editor of the Mafeking Mail, Joe Podbrey, visited often. Seeing 
that we still relied on paraffin lamps, he persuaded the owner of his paper, Mr Cyril Hurwitz, 
to donate an electric generator to the School. So now we had light. Also at this time we 
were able to install a telephone, which greatly facilitated the administration of the School 
and the building work. 
 

Seretse Khama told us that the Tribal Council had decided to give the School an annual grant. 
Our hopes were further raised when Wendy Flintoff, from the new Teacher Training College 
in Serowe, brought Professor Roger Wilson of the Joseph Rowntree Trust to visit the School 
and to discuss our financial situation and our plans for the future. 
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Our teaching loads were great, and with Liz heavily pregnant, we were both grateful to 
accept offers of help from our friend Bill Taylor, a community worker in Serowe, and from 
Chris Gore-Booth, a young student from Britain, who came for three months to help us with 
teaching before going on to Durham University. 
 

Out of the blue, we received a letter from the Education Department enclosing a letter 
from International Voluntary Service in London, offering volunteers and enquiring what 
skills might be of use. The covering letter stated that the Department had no need for 
volunteers and would we like to contact IVS directly. 
 

Liz responded immediately, "These people are exactly what we need! We must write to 
them straightaway." We knew about Pierre Ceresol, the Swiss pacifist who had created 
SCI (Service Civil International) — an organisation that brought together international 
voluntary workers to rebuild communities in Europe and in India devastated by natural 
disasters and two World Wars. Liz and her sister had joined groups of SCI volunteers in 
the late 1950s, renovating poor housing and community centres in London. 
 

Service Civil International in Britain had now changed its name to International Voluntary 
Service. They were recruiting skilled and well-educated volunteers and training them to 
work overseas in countries like Bechuanaland. They were, as Liz had said, exactly what we 
needed. We made our request for teachers without delay. Frank Judd, the IVS Secretary-
General, arranged for Mike Hawkes to join us, and he also proposed to visit the School 
himself later in the year. 
 

The arrival of new volunteer teachers was an enormous help to us. Don Baker joined us with 
his wife Joan and daughter Rosemary. He was a good and well-qualified teacher with long 
experience. The class respected him and benefited greatly from his lessons. Joan was neat, 
tidy and cheerful and gave me considerable help with secretarial work. Little Rosemary 
must have been lonely at times but she coped well. 
 

Earlier in the year we had been visited briefly by Cato Aall, a Norwegian doctor involved in 
helping South African refugees, who also wanted to help Swaneng. He now returned, 
wishing to donate to us his small, very old Austin car. As we were desperately in need of 
some form of transport for ordering materials, this gift was gladly received. Cato would 
prove to be a very great supporter of Swaneng over a long period of time. 
 

This final school term was a time for new arrivals — and for Liz and me, the most important 
of these was to be the arrival of our firstborn son, Thomas Masego, at the Sekgoma 
Memorial Hospital in Serowe. On arrival at the hospital, Liz was shocked to find the words 
FOR EUROPEAN USE ONLY printed in large letters on the sheets of her bed! Going into 
labour and at the mercy of the white British doctor and the fierce white Scottish Matron, 
she was in no position to put up a fight — but we both hoped, when the time should arrive 
for the birth of our next child, that Independence would have come to Bechuanaland, and 
all such nonsense would have been swept away. 
 

As promised, Mike Hawkes arrived, sponsored by IVS. He would stay with us for one year 
before returning to continue his studies. He was a caring, helpful person, always cheerful 
and smiling. Mike relieved me of the burden of Maths and Science teaching. He taught well 
and got on well with the students, both in the classroom and in voluntary work. 
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Bechuanaland had little manufacturing of her own, which left us largely dependent on 
imports. Many of the supplies we bought for the School had to come from South Africa. 
We were fortunate in having the support of friends there who delivered goods to the 
School. When we needed things urgently, we bought from local traders. Although we 
were given credit and discounts, especially by G.B. Watson, we were aware that mark-ups 
added to wholesale prices were still very high, and that these must have been much higher 
still for the villagers of Serowe. Indeed, those who worked with us complained a great deal 
about the cost of goods in the trading stores. I remembered from my days in London the role 
of the Co-op Movement in helping us to raise money for Defence and Aid, and I wondered 
whether we might not try to start a consumers' Co-op here. 
 

I had a meeting with our workers one afternoon to tell them about co-operatives in England 
and to sound out their reaction to the possibility of starting one here in Serowe. I explained 
that the capital would have to come from the joining fees of members. If people were 
interested, I was prepared to hold meetings at the School on Saturday afternoons to 
explain what a co-op was and how it worked. I had the most enthusiastic and supportive 
response from Mack Ketshabile, the fencer, who promised to spread the word. The 
following Saturday about fifteen villagers turned up. We fixed a joining fee of fifty cents 
and several insisted on paying immediately. 
 

I had told the students about my co-op initiative in one of my classes during the week. The 
following Saturday, there were more villagers, including the parents of several students. 
Bofakae Masuga's father brought along one hundred and twenty Rands! Attendance 
increased each Saturday afternoon thereafter. Although the amount of subscribed capital 
grew steadily, there were as yet insufficient funds to build and stock a store. We would 
have, moreover, to apply for a trading licence to a Licensing Board on which the traders 
were represented. 
 

The established traders in Serowe were not happy and Liz was anxious. I suggested that we 
should invite them to tea in our Common Room so that we could talk to them. Liz prepared 
tea, and the all-White Serowe Chamber of Commerce sent a two-man delegation to see us. 
It comprised an unsmiling Mr Jack Palmer and the elegant Mr Billy Woodford. Mr Palmer said 
I had been given a residence permit to start a school and not a business, and threatened 
that there would be agitation against my remaining in the country if I continued with my 
plans. He added that the traders "carried" the villagers with extended credit in times of 
drought. I suggested that if the traders were worried, they should do something about 
their prices. We could hardly be seen as a threat at that stage, I added. Mr Palmer replied 
that if he saw a small bushfire in the distance he would rush to put it out before it neared 
his home. Mr Woodford, for his part, looked at our list of prices and he made it clear that, 
as we were not offering credit to members, he wasn't in the least concerned by our pro-
posed Co-op. Nor, Mr Steinberg had told me, was he. 
 

Some people asked at our meetings if they could buy on credit and I pointed out that this 
threatened the success of the Co-op. It could mean higher prices as the Co-op itself would 
need bank loans or extended credit for its own purchases. Collecting outstanding payments 
would mean extra work, staff and costs. Joel Pelotona, a primary school teacher living 
nearby, had become my regular interpreter and understood the point well enough to explain 
it at length in Setswana idiom, backed by other young men. 
 

As people were impatient for the Co-op to start operating, I suggested that we start with 
a bulk-buying scheme that could begin immediately. Members would bring cash with their 
orders and I would place a bulk order with wholesalers in Mafikeng. That was enthusias-
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tically accepted, and we began the bulk-buying forthwith. It meant a lot of work for me, 
but Mike Hawkes agreed to help with the operation. 
 

The bulk-buying scheme proved very successful and continued for several months. The 
little office at the end of our classroom turned into a congenially noisy and active shop 
once a week when a hired truck brought supplies from the railhead at Palapye. Mike and 
I, helped by students, distributed bags of sorghum and maize, bags of flour of different 
sizes, packets of sugar and tea, and various other commodities. A modest mark-up added 
to the slowly growing reserve reflected in Mike's accounts. 
 

Swaneng Hill School had added a new principle to its policies — that the School was a 
potential powerhouse of talent in the community and should play an active part in 
promoting development within it. 

 

While explaining the Co-op to our students, the thought struck me that we needed a 
more formalised framework in which to discuss the whole concept of Development with 
them. So I began to put together the elements of a Civics course that would analyse the 
Protectorate's under-development, look at various options for development, reveal the 
various constraints on each, and consider priorities. I would share the teaching of the 
course with others. 
 

Studying theories of development would hopefully lead to an understanding of both the 
problems of under-development and their solutions. Involvement in practical activities for 
developing both their own School and their community would reinforce their learning and 
strengthen the commitment to their voluntary work. 
 

Skills for development should include practical and technical skills so that the students 
could not only devise solutions to development problems but also effectively carry them 
out. Our students had worked hard, but so far, it had been mainly unskilled labour that 
they had provided. Now some of them wanted to learn how to build so that they might 
complete a classroom by themselves. I had already initiated the recruitment of a teacher 
who was skilled in both building and cabinet-making. He was Martin Kibblewhite, due to 
arrive shortly, and whose impact would prove to be crucial to our progress at Swaneng. 

 

Towards the end of 1963 we received a letter from the new District Commissioner telling 
us that the traders had complained about our bulk-ordering and informing us that it was 
illegal in terms of the trading regulations. He demanded we stop it immediately. When we 
first planned the scheme, Mr Robinson had told us that we would be quite within the law. 
Now, it seemed, he had changed his mind. 
 

By now the Co-op had an elected committee. Our former Headmaster, Mr K.K. Baruti, was 
elected Chairman. He called a general meeting in the village to protest at the D.C.'s negative 
response to my letter. Seretse Khama, leader of the recently formed Bechuanaland Demo-
cratic Party, had accepted my invitation to join the Co-op and attended the meeting to 
show his support for it. It was agreed at the meeting that we would apply for a license. 
Some weeks later a delegation of the Committee, including myself, presented itself at a 
meeting of the Licensing Board in Palapye for the purpose. All the Serowe traders except 
Mr Steinberg had objected to our application; they were entitled to do so in terms of the 
legislation that protected their interests. The Board took account of their objections and 
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turned our application down. Our Serowe members, some of whom were prominent and 
influential in the Serowe community, were angered by the decision, but it was agreed, for 
the time being, that we suspend our bulk-ordering. 

 

At the close of our first school year, we decided that some of our students had done well 
enough throughout the year and in the final tests to attempt the Junior Certificate exami-
nations after two years rather than the usual three. We would have sufficient classroom 
accommodation for a two-stream intake of new students and the two classes of our second-
year students. 
 

There was much to be done over the coming holiday — construction, accounts, fund-
raising letters — to prepare for the School's second year. 

 

*    *    * 
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Part 3 :  Growth and Expansion : 

Appeals for Funding and Teachers 

 

At dawn on the first day of our second school year in 1964, the stark and painful reality of 
so many Primary school-leavers seeking entry to so few Secondary schools arrived outside 
our rondavel. These were not dry statistics in some government report, but real people in 
a desperate situation, and for Liz and me in that moment, the experience was traumatic. 
We woke to find a huge crowd of hopeful youngsters together with their anxious parents 
— some of whom had travelled hundreds of miles to reach Swaneng — bringing their 
blankets and camping on our doorstep. 
 

It was harrowing to have to turn away even a single one of these imploring youngsters, 
yet the harsh reality of Bechuanaland's financial constraints in 1964 meant that at the 
beginning of every school year the crowd of hopeful students would get larger — and 
most would have to be turned away. 
 
At this moment, our immediate reaction was to do more of the same: to redouble our 
fundraising efforts; to build more classrooms; and to recruit more teachers so that we 
could take in more youngsters the next year. 

 

 

For now, we had to get on with Swaneng's busy new term. We were constrained by our 
own limited resources in how many we could admit — by the size and number of class-
rooms we were able to build, the quantity of desks we'd be able to buy, and the number 
of teachers (volunteers included) whom we could afford to pay and accommodate, in 
such housing as we could afford to construct. Moreover, we didn't have money enough 
— only hope — to see us through the first half of 1964, let alone through the whole year! 
 

Few of those applying to Swaneng had good examination passes, among either this year's 
earlier applicants or those who'd arrived before dawn that day, most of the latter having 
already sought admission to the more established schools and been rejected. We selected 
50 students for our First Year enrolment. Our Second Year class totalled 25, some of whom 
went into the accelerated stream. 
 

Mike Hawkes and Don Baker taught for forty out of a possible forty-five periods a week. 
Our new Setswana teacher, Tholo Molefe, also taught Geography and Hygiene, and he 
had a similar load. (Mokhutshwane Sekgoma was now in Southern Rhodesia, where he 
was studying Agriculture). I had thirty-one periods of English Language and Literature, 
having earlier given my Arithmetic and Maths, Physics and History lessons to Don. Mike's 
heavy load consisted of Maths and General Science teaching. Liz taught English to one 
class, typed the School's correspondence and cared for our baby son. 
 

I was glad when Martin and Mary Kibblewhite arrived with their children, Helen and Celia. 
Martin soon took charge of building operations — and also taught the students how to 
build. Martin was a craftsman of some excellence, especially in cabinet-making, and had 
worked with masters of that trade in Sweden. But he also had building skills and was 
readily able to pass these on to the students and to teach them building theory. This was 
an important step forward for the students. They could in future contribute effectively 
with building skills and not simply manual labour. Martin relieved me of many burdens 
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and brought professionalism to the task. Martin later produced simple building textbooks 
for students. He initiated a Construction Co-op (CONCOOP) for artisans and building 
workers, and he played a vital role in the development of policy at Swaneng. 

 

During the months following the start of our second school year, we were increasingly 
concerned about our precarious financial situation. Thus it was a great relief for us to 
learn that The Joseph Rowntree Trust in Britain had approved a substantial grant to the 
School. How it lifted our spirits to know that we now had a more assured future! We could 
plan again and recruit new teachers for 1965. IVS responded warmly to our request for 
teachers. We also had enquiries from individual teachers offering to find sponsorship for 
their travel to Bechuanaland, and one even for his salary. Several of them were to arrive 
as early as August 1964. 

 

The arrival of Mr Trevor Bottomley from the U.K., as the newly-appointed Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies, came just in time. He had long experience in the co-operative 
movement in Britain and in promoting co-ops in Africa. He'd asked us for a report about 
our proposed consumers co-op, the opposition of the traders, and the refusal of the 
authorities to licence our trading activities. He proposed that we should appeal to the 
Queen's Commissioner to exempt co-operatives from the operation of the trading law, as 
long as co-ops traded only with their own members. Seretse Khama and I presented our 
petition to the Commissioner, Mr Peter Fawcus, when he next visited Serowe, and he 
accepted Mr Bottomley's recommendation. This news meant that we could go ahead and 
begin building our Co-operative Store. 
 

Members decided we should re-convene the following Saturday, at the site allocated for 
the store, to offer voluntary work in setting it out and digging the foundations. It was 
agreed, too, that those able to afford it should make short-term loans of R10 to enable 
construction to proceed without delay. 
 

The Committee appointed two good artisans, both members of the co-op, who had agreed 
to work for minimal wages, to complete the building. Recruitment and loan-raising con-
tinued for the next ten weeks, at the end of which our Co-op Store was ready to open. 

 

In August and September several of our new volunteer teachers arrived, just as Mike 
Hawkes prepared to leave Swaneng. Liz and I had both been impressed by the sincerity 
and cheerful dedication of this fine young man, and it was hard to adjust to his absence 
when he finally returned to Britain to continue his studies. Don Baker and his family were 
also preparing to leave us. Don and Joan had given staunch support to Liz and me in the 
early days, at a time when the School was at its most vulnerable and we were in great 
need of help, and we would miss them. 
 

The new arrivals comprised the IVS contingent of four: Len Davis, Jennifer Griffin, Peter 
Roberts and Ian C. Smith, in addition to P.F. (Puffer) Jones, who came through the 
Unitarian-Universalist Service Committee in Canada. They immediately relieved Martin 
Kibblewhite and myself of some of our teaching loads; they also took over Mike Hawkes's 
lessons and most of Don Baker's. They threw themselves enthusiastically into Saturday 
voluntary activities, effectively leading students in different teams. They also took on some 
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administrative tasks and helped run the Co-op Store which we had opened just prior to 
their arrival. 
 

The opening of the Co-op Store had been a great event, presided over by Trevor Bottomley 
before a sizeable crowd. Ruth Khama came with her twin boys; John Harlow represented 
the District Commissioner. 
 

Mr Mothusi Seretse, an earnest young former stores clerk with the Tribal Administration, 
took over as Manager and over the months was assisted and trained for the job by Puffer. 
Sales grew day by day, with each member's purchases carefully recorded against the day, 
in a year's time, when the mounting surplus, less the quarter set aside for reserves, would 
be distributed as his or her bonus. 

 

The grant from the Joseph Rowntree Trust meant that we were able to speed up 
construction of the classroom block that Lawrence Isaacson had designed and to start 
building a science laboratory, dormitories and family staff houses. Martin Kibblewhite 
designed all the buildings. The students participated in the construction of all of them 
except the staff housing, as we didn't want to be accused of using their voluntary labour 
to serve our interests. For the houses, therefore, we employed only the paid local artisan 
and the unskilled labourers already working for us. 
 

Liz and I were gratified and astonished by the energy, effectiveness and enthusiasm that 
our new volunteers brought to Swaneng. All were dedicated to their teaching and contrib-
uted much else beside: 

• Len Davies took charge of electrical reticulation, laying cables underground, and he 
selected a team of students to aid him in the task. He also helped in administration, 
accounts, timetabling and ordering materials. 

• Peter Roberts taught Mathematics and Science and summoned up an infectious enthu-
siasm for Saturday work — playing a major role in vehicle maintenance and plumbing 
installation. 

• Ian Christopher Smith was unassuming but as hard-working as any of the others, 
throwing himself into his Maths teaching and Saturday work, and helping otherwise 
wherever he could. We all emphasised his middle name to distinguish him from his 
menacing Rhodesian namesake! 

• Jenny Griffin, like Ian, was quiet and well-organised. Jenny would continue at Swaneng 
for 5 years — proving to be a dedicated and gifted teacher, with a firm understanding 
and commitment to the School's policies. 

• Philip "Puffer" Jones taught Geography and introduced Commercial Studies to our 
Curriculum. He was not at all keen on manual work, but he worked tirelessly and 
effectively over many long Sunday afternoons to train Mothusi Seretse as Manager 
of our new Coop store. In this, he played a vital role in the Coop's early success. He 
was hearty and outgoing and loved to welcome the many visitors who turned up 
unannounced and to show them around Swaneng. 

• Near the end of the term David Wyld joined us at his own expense. He was relaxed 
and friendly and we knew that he would fit in and do well at Swaneng. 

 

It was a delight to me to be able to challenge all our new staff with the problems that we 
faced at Swaneng, to outline the possible solutions that might be tried, and then to delegate. 
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Just as our students had seized the chance to take responsibility for our problems and 
offer their own solutions, in the same spirit our staff took things on with energy and 
initiative — often inventing new solutions and suggesting new directions that we might 
explore. 

 

While students and staff were busily engaged in building classrooms and developing gardens 
and planting trees, our employed builders were making good progress with staff housing 
along the line of the low hill above the school buildings. I was enchanted with their stone-
work foundations — with Martin's guidance, the ochre stones were excavated from the 
sites of the houses themselves and painstakingly laid in their natural patterns. Besides its 
attractiveness, it was an immediately available local material needing only minimal dressing. 
The burnt, blue-red clay bricks we bought in the village were products of local resources 
too and of local industry — burnt with wood together with waste cinders from the steam 
locomotives still operated by Rhodesia Railways. 
 

My greatest pleasure still, at sunset, was to observe each day's work. Climbing up the hill 
to see the stonework, and to look down at our classrooms, the slowly rising walls of a 
laboratory and dormitories, the thatched common room and rondavels, all functionally 
useful, built by Serowe artisans and the freely given, interracial labour of students, teachers, 
and work-campers; and all lying quietly in the starkly grand setting transformed by our 
anti-erosion work and tree-planting. 

 

Liz and I were making plans to visit Britain, hoping to raise funds and recruit teachers so 
that we could admit more students the following year. Cato Aall visited us again late in 
the year. Aware that the little old car he'd brought the year before would by now have 
outlived its usefulness, he brought with him a Cortina station wagon. I told Cato of our 
pending trip to Britain, and he promised to organise meetings for me in Scandinavian 
countries for the purpose of raising funds. 
 

We were to leave shortly after our nine Junior Certificate candidates had written their exams, 
which was our biggest concern at Swaneng that November. But we were anxious about 
the Co-op too, for the traders had successfully threatened some of our South African 
suppliers with a boycott if they continued to sell wholesale to us. We found some alterna-
tive suppliers in Southern Rhodesia. We also informed Trevor Bottomley, who promised to 
take action about the traders' threats. One or two traders also started selling sugar below 
cost to challenge us. Trevor told us to advise our members to buy all their sugar — but only 
sugar — from them, which we did. It worked. 

 

On the last day of November Liz and I and our young son Tom Masego took a train to 
Bulawayo, where we caught a plane to Salisbury, then flying on to London the same day. 
We began an intensive tour of talks and fundraising with the Joseph Rowntree Trustees, 
with Betty Sleath of War on Want, and with OXFAM. 
 

I met with Frank Judd and Bill Smith at IVS to review our future needs for teachers. We 
addressed the War on Want group in Flint, and there we met Peter and Diane Fewster 
who would later join our staff at Swaneng. And we were delighted to meet Mike Hawkes 
again, who was soon to marry Jan. They both agreed to come out to Swaneng at the end 
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of 1965 and stay for two or three years — Mike to teach in the Secondary school and Jan 
to run our Primary school. We also met Alisdair McEwan, who agreed to come out to join 
us under his own steam. 
 

In Norway and Sweden I met people who knew little or nothing of our work at Swaneng. I 
recounted how I had become involved in the tasks we had set ourselves, engrossed in 
exploring the relationship between education and development, and increasingly 
committed to the students who worked hard to build Swaneng and to the success of the 
Co-op. If we could build our School inexpensively, mobilising material resources about us 
and the labour and skills of our students and people in the community, and if we could hit 
upon an appropriate education that equipped students to serve development, we might 
build a replicable model of education fit for all. 
 

In Oslo, Cato Aall arranged meetings for me and introduced me to SAIH, a student organisa-
tion that raised public funds and also channelled grants from NORAD, the official state 
aid agency for international development. I visited Trondheim to speak at the Cathedral 
School where the students raised money for overseas development through the paid work 
they undertook regularly in the city. I enjoyed a warm ovation and the promise of immediate 
and future help from them all. 
 

On Cato's itinerary for me was a visit to Sweden to meet Thord Palmlund of the new 
Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA). He warmly assured me he was 
much impressed by our approach and our achievements and would do all he could to 
help, promising to visit us later in the year. 
 

Back in London I found a joyful telegram from Swaneng. Five of our nine J.C. students 
had passed. Staff and students had organised a successful work-camp and made great 
progress with building. Trevor Bottomley wrote to reassure us that he had written to the 
Coop's South African tea suppliers warning them against boycotting the Co-op. Liz and I 
looked forward to our return to Swaneng. 

 

*    *    * 
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Part 4 :  New Directions — Surviving the 

Drought, Preparing for Independence 

 

The drought was worse than ever in that summer of early 1965. We came back from 
Europe, in late February, to a land scorched dry by searing heat. People went hungry 
because of failed crops. Tens of thousands of cattle died. 
 
On our journey home we ourselves had seen, from the train, field upon field of skeletal 
stalks of withered maize and sorghum, and the vast bare grazing grounds beyond, with 
hardly a blade, even of dry, dead grass, beneath the stunted acacia trees with their shrivelled 
leaves now parched and grey. The sky, day after day, shone white. 

 

 

At the bottom of our land we knew we had the low, breached walls of an old dam, built 
by tribal regimental labour many years before. Towards the end of 1964 I had suggested 
at a staff meeting that we repair the dam and raise the wall. I had also discussed it with 
Seretse Khama and invited him to look at it. I had asked him if he'd let me photograph him 
wielding a pick beside the breach — for publication in a Government monthly, with a 
story about our proposal to repair it. I explained that I thought that this would inspire our 
students and the community of Serowe, and he agreed. 
 

The story and the picture duly appeared, and the newly-formed National Student Associa-
tion, which I had earlier addressed, offered to organise a work-camp to repair the dam 
during their next holiday. Our own students had joined them and, for two inspiring weeks, 
they all pitched their tents beside the dam and worked and sang together, cooking food 
they'd solicited in the village. But shortly afterwards the dam was breached in a single night 
by the surging floodwaters of a violent storm. 
 

A friend in the Department of Agriculture had offered to find a little funding to have the 
dam rebuilt from scratch with some heavy equipment, but shortly after our return in 1965, 
that money ran out. We sent off urgent appeals to War on Want and to OXFAM for funds 
to complete it with local paid manual labour — this would also provide forty hungry 
families with means to buy food. We received sufficient funds to resume work and the 
wall rose slowly. But this money also ran out before the wall reached the requisite height. 
We'd have to complete it by voluntary work. 
 

Our students and staff were joined in the dam-building effort by volunteers from the Serowe 
Teachers Training College, and a hundred young people and their teachers gathered each 
weekend at the dam site in high spirits — with laughter, song and dance as they dug and 
carried the earth, spreading and compacting it on the wall. 
 

I had suggested at a staff meeting: "We should call this dynamic team of volunteers the 
"Builders' Brigade" — like the training programme that I saw in Ghana in the early days of 
my exile. Young people were engaged in organised productive work in their communities, 
applying skills they were acquiring in training." 
 

Staff members had told us that, while we were away, they'd had the same agonising 
experience as we'd had the previous year, with student applicants camped at the School 
from early morning on opening day. The "school-leaver problem" had been made far more 
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acute by the Education Department's decision to telescope the last three grades of the 
Primary course into one year, which had meant that 4,000 pupils took the final exam and 
of the 1,700 passes, only 500 were admitted to the existing Secondary schools — now 
increased to eight with the addition of Moeding and Swaneng. Even though we had made 
an effort to respond to the crisis by offering three First Form classes this year, Ian Smith, 
in charge of admissions, had found it a distressing experience to turn away so many 
hundreds of hopeful young people. As Liz and I had asked ourselves the previous year — 
what would happen to them all? 
 

As a result, among our staff, there was now a common concern for the large number of 
young people who would not find further education, training or work — and we agreed 
to meet to discuss the problem and to take some action on it. 

 

Meanwhile, life for our students at Swaneng was improving. While Liz and I were away in 
Europe, our students had joined IVS and VSO volunteers working in southern Africa in a 
work-camp organised by Len Davis, and Martin Kibblewhite and his builders had also 
worked extremely hard, so that a great deal of progress had been made with our building 
programme. We now had 7 classrooms in full use, and a Library, where David Wyld and 
Jenny Griffin and our students were busy cataloguing our books. Very soon our dormitories 
would offer accommodation to 48 students, and our science Laboratory was almost 
complete. First year students were already working with Martin Kibblewhite on their 
workshop for technical subjects. 
 

Joe Rammekwa was our new Setswana teacher, in place of Tholo Molefe, and we had been 
joined by three new volunteers. Tessa Harris was South African and finely represented the 
best of its liberal tradition. She came to teach Biology and Introductory Science and she 
later ran our Dressmaking Club. Frank Randall and Alisdair McEwan arrived a little later — 
Frank to teach History, Alisdair to teach Geography and to develop our Civics course. 
 

Our transport situation had also been transformed. War on Want raised money in Britain 
to send us a second-hand Land Rover truck, while the Joseph Rowntree Trust grant had 
funded a seven-ton, four-wheel drive Bedford lorry. We could now take students out into 
the bush to dig their building sand and pit-sand. With our own transport, boarding students 
on site, and more staff, we were able to introduce supervised study periods and extra-
curricular activities. These included sports, gardening, debating and various clubs organised 
by staff — dressmaking, painting, craftwork, dramatics, engineering, electrical engineering, 
chess, music, and boxing. 

 

With the continuing drought causing great unemployment and the school-leaver problem 
in crisis, the Tribal Council was looking for urgent solutions. At Swaneng, we all felt that 
the answer did not lie in overloading classes. We agreed that we should respond to their 
request for a Night School and that I should pursue my "Brigade Training" idea with the 
Tribal Authority. My proposal would be to set up a training project broadly like the 
programme I had witnessed in Ghana, but to include academic education in addition to 
skills theory, and in which student productive work would purposefully generate income 
to cover part of the cost of their education and training, or to be used to construct class-
rooms for their own use. Staff agreed to share the extra teaching that would be involved 
and to develop appropriate syllabuses. 
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The Night School began almost immediately with 25 students attending every week night 
for two hours. They were to study a number of subjects over four years up to Junior Certifi-
cate level. Staff would cover the teaching on a rota basis. This called for long, exhausting 
weekdays for some of our staff, but the eager dedication of the evening students made it 
worthwhile. 

 

Seretse Khama and Leapeetswe Khama, the new Tribal Authority, both supported the 
Brigade Training proposal, and in March 1965 I took the idea to a large gathering at the 
Kgotla. I listened to comments and answered questions, and with the Kgosi's backing, 
won support for it. The Builders Brigade began soon after with 30 young men as trainees 
and Todd Kuhlman as the instructor. Their first job was to build their own classroom in 
central Serowe. 
 

There was some opposition to the Builder's Brigade initiative from the Bechuanaland 
Training Centre, where they believed that training and production were incompatible and 
that our programme would lower standards. This criticism alerted us to the need to 
ensure that our training was of the highest quality. To do that, as well as to offer worth-
while education, and to recover costs through skilled work, all required a three-year course. 
We noted that to meet the country's needs, the Bechuanaland Training Centre planned to 
produce an annual total of 12 newly-trained builders after a three-year training course. In 
a country the size of France, with a population of half a million, we did not think that this 
would prove adequate to meet the task. 
 

The Builders' Brigade trainees completed their first building in reasonably good time and to 
a satisfactory standard of construction. It was their own building, on land situated near the 
centre of Serowe that Kgosi Leapeetswe had allocated to the Brigade, and separate from 
the School. Swaneng staff provided the academic teaching. Their next job — on contract 
— was the construction of a church in Palapye, for which Martin Kibblewhite and several 
students made a fine pulpit and pews. The third job was also outside Serowe. This was a 
house for Vernon Gibberd at Radisele. The most serious problem they faced on this job 
was that goats ate the building plans at the site, during a lunch break! 

 

We knew that creating democratic structures throughout the School would be essential. 
Our students were prepared to take on many duties and responsibilities in the building 
and day-to-day running of their School and it was crucial that they should always feel free 
to express their views. 
 
The Student Council comprised one boy and one girl chosen by every class, so that even 
juniors were represented. Matters of major school policy agreed at staff meetings were 
fully explained to them. They might discuss them, modify them and suggest how best to 
implement them, but not overturn them. One such decision was to give them responsibility 
for school meals — to hand over to them, in equal monthly instalments, that part of their 
fees charged for catering. Students would decide what food to buy, order it, and draw up 
a weekly roster of cooking duties shared among all students. Only lunch was cooked by our 
small catering staff. The Student Council diligently carried out this policy. 
 

School policy forbade corporal punishment. When we consulted the Student Council on 
punishment for serious disciplinary infringements, they felt that this was for us to decide. 
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They accepted responsibility for cleaning and maintenance of classrooms and dormitories 
and for keeping premises tidy. They were happy to take charge of sports, supported by 
staff members, and to arrange matches with other schools. The students on the Council 
were asked to list their preferences for voluntary work projects. Individual students would 
then decide which project to work on within the list. 
 

The Student Council proceedings provided good learning opportunities for its members, 
especially as they all had to report back to their classes on what had been discussed and 
decided. As with all our students, we saw them thrive and mature as they took on a whole 
web of shared responsibility arising from their varied programmes of activity — gardening, 
cooking, cleaning, technical courses, development studies, voluntary work — and as they 
absorbed the atmosphere that the School's community mission engendered, its non-racial 
commitment, and the dedicated, hard-working enthusiasm of its young staff. Learning in 
classrooms and laboratories they'd built themselves, in a non-authoritarian setting, added 
other dimensions to this experience. 
 

Democratic processes can take up time — in the form of long discussions in exhausting 
meetings — but in this process our students became involved and motivated, knowing 
that it was their work, freely given, that had created Swaneng and made it their own. We 
knew that if we ever had to resort to coercion, it would surely fail. 

 

At the national level, Independence was coming to Bechuanaland, and campaigning for the 
forthcoming elections was in full swing. 
 

In early September 1963, the South African Prime Minister, Dr Hendrik Verwoerd, had 
challenged the British to allow South Africa to campaign in the Protectorate for the right 
to lead the territory to independence "as it was doing in the Transkei". The British, he said, 
were promoting multi-racialism in the Protectorate, whilst South Africa was prepared to 
help set up a Black state. Dr Verwoerd's transparent Apartheid initiative was of course 
rejected out of hand in both Britain and Bechuanaland. 
 

In 1964 there were rumours that the British were about to offer early self-government 
leading rapidly to full independence. Perhaps they had been prodded by Dr Verwoerd's 
September speech. 
 

During the latter half of 1964, the Bechuanaland Administration carried out a registration 
of voters for elections for self-government under an interim Constitution. The 180,000 
voters were divided into 31 constituencies. Twelve of these were in the Bamangwato 
district which owed allegiance to Seretse Khama's Bechuanaland Democratic Party — and 
if any doubted the strength of that support, they only had to attend one of Seretse's 
meetings in Serowe at "Freedom Square" on a Sunday afternoon to be convinced otherwise. 
One Sunday most of the Swaneng staff went down to hear Seretse speak to the several 
hundred men and women gathered there. When he entered, we literally felt the ground 
shake with the vibrant enthusiasm of his followers. He called upon them to turn out in large 
numbers to vote. There was no campaign speech, and it seemed that none was necessary. 
 

Seretse Khama's BDP and the opposing Bechuanaland People's Party (BPP) led by Mr 
Matante, Dr Motsete and Mr Mpho were all campaigning vigorously throughout the 
country. On the eve of the election, the BPP split into three: the main BPP led by Mr 
Matante, the new Bechuanaland Independence Party (BIP) led by Mr Mpho, and the old 
BPP led by Dr Motsete. 
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Elections were held in March 1965. The BDP won with 80% of the vote and 28 seats in the 
first-ever Parliament; Matante's BPP obtained 14% of the vote and 3 seats. 

 

It was important to involve our students in discussions about Bechuanaland's future devel-
opment, their role within it and how they might contribute. As part of our new Civics/ 
Development Studies course, the students had organised mock elections. After vigorous 
debate, the students standing for the BDP had won. I shared the teaching of the course 
with Alisdair McEwan and Frank Randall. 
 

Alisdair also assisted with academic classes for the Builders Brigade trainees, who studied 
English, Maths, Science and Development Studies besides Construction theory and 
practical building exercises. Sometimes he followed them when they worked outside of 
Serowe for brief periods. Much of the rest of his time was devoted to a new project that 
we had initiated at Swaneng — a Village Developers Course for a selected group of 
trainees. I had raised funds to introduce this course on my recent trip to Britain and had 
recruited Alisdair specifically for this task. 
 

We were greatly helped by the enthusiastic support of Peter Wass, a District Officer who 
had been charged with introducing a Community Development programme, and he 
provided a modest subvention from his limited budget. The Course was open to full-time 
trainees to be selected by Peter Wass, as well as to part-time Swaneng students, old and 
new, who held a Junior Certificate, whom we would select on grounds of interest and 
proven commitment. 
 

Setting up this new Course took us more deeply and widely into investigations we were 
already pursuing in formulating a Development Studies syllabus for all our students and 
trainees. We sought information on rural development wherever we might find it, focusing 
increasingly on Tanzania and Zambia, and on China, India and some Latin American 
experiences. We also studied other countries to learn about the historical causes of 
industrialisation, the part played in them by agriculture, and the implications of the 
changing relations between town and country. There would, of course, be theoretical 
and practical components to our new Village Developers Course, with participants 
applying their new know-how. They were immediately involved in managing the Builders 
Brigade, in helping to promote a cattle-marketing co-operative and in constructing 
classrooms at primary schools, as they learned to build. 
 

Our Head Boy, Otsogile Pitso, showed real interest and commitment in joining the Course. 
He was joined by three post-J.C. Swaneng students recently admitted from other schools. 
They joined seven full-timers selected by Peter Wass. It was soon clear that the best of 
them were Otsogile, George Matiza, a student from Southern Rhodesia who had studied 
for his J.C. at a school in Mochudi before joining Swaneng, and Daniel Jankie from the 
remote west of Bechuanaland, one of Peter Wass's full-timers. All three were enthusiastic 
and hard-working and clearly enjoyed the Course, benefiting greatly from it. 
 

Although Alisdair was doing well with this Course, he felt that a friend of his — Donald 
Curtis — might be better trained for the job. Donald arrived with Susheela, his Indian wife. 
He immediately set to work with new ideas on both the Development Studies and Village 
Developers courses. Susheela taught English and History at the School. 
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As our school year drew to a close the drought intensified, bringing relentless suffering to 
the country. Work on our dam had continued sporadically throughout the year, providing 
some employment when funds were available from Oxfam and War on Want. When they 
ran out, the District Commissioner distributed World Food Programme rations as part of a 
"Food for Work" famine relief measure. People were unable to sell their few surviving cattle 
because the abattoir in Lobatse had closed during the drought. To help local people buy 
food for their families, War on Want raised money to enable us to buy some of these local 
cows — as a short-term emergency measure. To support the builders we were still able to 
employ, we offered to set up a Thrift and Loan scheme. Mothusi Seretse reported that 
the Consumer's Coop had already brought prices down in all the trading stores in Serowe, 
and the Coop still anticipated a fairly substantial dividend for its members. 

 

It seemed likely that the primary school-leaver problem would bring increased pressure to 
accept even more applicants in 1966, and we wanted to respond by taking in three or four 
new First Form classes. We would have enough teachers to do so. Several new volunteers 
had arrived — Jenny Baker to teach Biology, Jonathan Maxwell to teach Science, and Gill 
Elliot who would teach Maths and run the Thrift and Loan scheme. Joyce Leader came 
from the States to teach English, to help Jenny Griffin and David Wyld with the Library, 
and to join the students in organising their Sports. Kirsty Thomas was to teach English 
and also help with our new Swaneng Primary School for children of Staff and children in 
the local community. Peter and Diane Fewster had been a great support to Swaneng 
through their involvement in the Flint War on Want group in Britain, and they now joined 
us with their four children — Peter to teach Chemistry and Diane to help with secretarial 
work and to start our Swaneng Nursery School. 
 

We had enough staff for an enlarged intake but could offer only one classroom to accom-
modate them. Len Davies, helped by students, organised a lottery in Primary schools 
throughout the country — called the "Build More Classrooms" campaign — to raise the 
necessary funds on an urgent basis. 

 

*    *    * 
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Part 5 :  Independence Comes to Botswana, the Drought 

Continues, We Work with Other Schools to Solve Problems 

 

We lit our bonfire on the summit of Swaneng Hill at midnight — as the old era of colonially 
administered Bechuanaland gave way to the birth of the new nation of Botswana. 
 

Far away, in the new national capital of Gaborone, Princess Marina, representing the 
Queen, handed over the Independence instruments to the newly-knighted President Sir 
Seretse Khama, with Lady Ruth standing beside him. The cheering crowd quieted as the 
band and choir began the first strains of the new national anthem, Lefatshe la Rona — Our 
Country. On hilltops across the new Botswana, beacon fires were set alight as the new 
flag was raised and the Union Jack lowered for the last time. It was 30th September 1966. 

 

 

In March the previous year, the new Government of an impoverished Bechuanaland, 
burdened by drought and rising unemployment, had made its debut under inauspicious 
circumstances. The ruling BDP, with the BPP as the official opposition, had called for early 
Independence and requested the British to appoint a date. A Conference was called in 
London in February 1966, a Constitution agreed upon, and Bechuanaland set about prepar-
ing itself for Independence, to be declared on the 30th of September. 
 

These historic events were immediately helpful to our struggles at Swaneng. Government 
bursaries were now available to 30 of our students. The Government supported the School 
with R25,000 for capital expenditure and R6,000 towards recurrent costs. 
 

We knew that we would make these grants go a long way at Swaneng. We had demon-
strated that we could achieve more with available funds than private contractors or the 
Department of Works were able to do. In particular, we could provide work for more 
Batswana. At one point, while completing the dam and our building programme, we had 
seventy-three on our payroll, including seven artisans in addition to the thirty Brigade 
trainees who were proving increasingly competent all-round builders. The Director of 
Education, Jack Hunter, had acknowledged, in a letter the previous year, that: "Funds 
have been put to best possible use and I am certain no government or commercial agency 
could build at anything approaching your costs." 
 

During their 1965 Christmas holiday, Staff, in addition to the "Build More Classrooms" 
campaign, had organised an international work-camp, involving teachers from all three 
Protectorates, prospective students, and our own staff and students. Martin Kibblewhite 
directed the work. The urgent task was to build the classrooms for our new intake in 
January, but the response to our request for volunteers was so overwhelming that a 
Workshop and Kitchen were also completed, as well as work on the school Farm, guided 
by Vernon Gibberd from Radisele. In January 1966, we had sufficient staff and finished 
classrooms to admit 3 First Form classes. 

 

We knew that we had acknowledgement of our efforts at Swaneng, but we knew that we 
had criticisms too — and we set about dealing with them. The first was that if our innova-
tions were to have any relevance at all, they must be replicable. "Swaneng is a special case 
— only you can make it work." We knew this to be untrue, but we had to find out whether 
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our ideas would be helpful in other schools as well. The second criticism that we heard 
constantly was that our diversified programme of practical and community activity and 
voluntary work would interfere with academic study. We ourselves knew that this diversi-
fied programme had been designed to reinforce and throw light on their academic work, 
and that it was proving to be a valuable integrated learning experience for them. However, 
we also accepted that in order to silence our critics, we would have to aim for high levels 
of academic success in Swaneng's examination results. 
 

With this in mind, for the 1966 school year we had recruited three new teachers and their 
families to join Joe Rammekwa on our permanent staff: Alie Fataar as head of the English 
Department; John Matome as head of our History and Geography Departments; and 
Lawrence Notha to head our Maths Department and to teach Physics. All were mature 
teachers with long experience, and together they greatly added to the academic progress 
of Swaneng. 
 

In addition, later in the year we were joined by Sheila Bagnall as Vice-Principal, a profess-
sional from the UK whose salary was funded by Oxfam. Among her many skills, Sheila was 
a mature and experienced Science teacher who gave crucial help and advice to our younger 
staff about teaching methods. She also took over the many bureaucratic tasks of time-
tabling, form-filling and ordering school supplies, helping the School run smoothly and 
efficiently. 
 

Lawrence Notha's wife Queen founded and operated a Health Clinic at Swaneng and 
provided many years of valuable service to both students and staff. 

 

The other criticism that we had to deal with was that of replicability. We were already sharing 
ideas with staff and students at Kgari Sechele School in Molepolole and the Secondary 
school in Mochudi. Towards the end of 1965, eight of our students, together with Martin 
Kibblewhite and Donald Curtis, had joined with students and staff at Molepolole, led by 
their dynamic teacher, Jake Swartland, to help them build a school laboratory. The group 
had been well received, and many people in the community had donated building materials 
and tools. 
 

Encouraged by this, and anxious to help to complete the building work, we followed it up 
in 1966 with a much larger work-camp in April. Great progress was made and we were 
pleased to have reports in the weeks following that students and staff combined to 
continue our efforts and to complete the buildings. We were also pleased to learn that a 
new Secondary school in Mochudi began building classrooms with student voluntary work. 
 

We knew that the Ministry of Education was anxious to build up the three Secondary 
schools in Kanye, Mochudi and Molepolole in order to secure their future. Replicability of 
our ideas was always on my mind. Earlier in the year I had proposed to the Ministry of 
Education that our Development Studies/Civics course might be introduced to these three 
schools. Implementing the course would promote a self-help programme among students 
to build, equip and to play a part in the democratic running of their schools, to feed them-
selves, and also to engage them in development and socially useful activities outside the 
School. 
 

I suggested that a team of three staff members might work together within each School 
to introduce the programme. One would teach our Development Studies/Civics course 
and identify and stimulate the self-help projects, including a Builders Brigade and a retail 
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Co-op, thus making each School a centre of development within its community. Another 
would teach building to students and assist in such teaching in the Brigade, and the third 
would be a teacher of science or mathematics. The first might be a graduate of our Village 
Developers Course, while the other two might be volunteers who had worked at Swaneng 
or who had proved that they could implement these ideas. 
 

The Ministry of Education did not take up my proposal, but they were interested in our 
Civics course. As a result, a Conference of Secondary School Principals was held at 
Swaneng on 24th and 25th April. The participants were impressed by our achievements 
through voluntary work. They had studied our outline for a Development Studies/Civics 
course and asked that we should finalise the course and that it should then be included as 
an optional examination subject for all Secondary students. 
 

Donald Curtis and our Development Studies teachers were joined in this task by Robert 
Oakeshott (economist and journalist) who had come from Lusaka to join us — and there 
followed many hours of long and lively debate that probed deeply into goals and processes 
of education. 
 

Robert's impact on our work was immediate and substantial. He helped to give dynamic 
effect to the notion that the School was a powerhouse of skills that should be available 
for the development of the surrounding community. He understood the importance of 
Development Studies to the broadening of student learning, and generally that student 
participation in development activities would strengthen their learning of the theory of a 
subject, while effective learning would enhance their practical development work. 
 

Our approach would be that students would examine societies in their diverse pathways 
to development and learn about the pre-colonial and colonial histories that brought them 
to their current situations. The study of transformation in these societies would identify 
stages of change and growth, taking account of social, cultural, economic and political 
factors, as well as advances in technology, and the widening understanding of science. 
With this background, students would survey the socio-economic conditions prevailing in 
their own country (in our case, of course, Botswana). They would discuss various develop-
ment strategies that might be appropriate, and would then formulate a local development 
plan. They would discuss how such a plan might be implemented in ways that involved the 
School and its students. 
 

Robert gave coherent shape to what had been, thus far, our somewhat makeshift teaching 
of the subject. When the syllabus had been finalised, we immediately launched a campaign 
for the adoption of Development Studies as a Junior Certificate Secondary school subject 
to be examined by the Schools Examination Council of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland. 

 

As the relentless drought continued throughout the year, we began to consider how the 
Serowe community might use the talents of our staff and students to identify any natural 
resources in the locality that might be used for income-generation. Together with skills 
training, this might reduce local unemployment and the current dependence on imported 
manufactured goods. 
 

Peter Fewster had taken up my request to identify productive activities in which students 
could engage, applying some of the scientific principles they learned in the classroom. He 
and a Development Studies teacher had taken some of their classes out into the nearby 
bush one day in a search for natural resources of which they could make productive use. 
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They found isolated small pockets of limestone in the dongas and abandoned cattle hides 
and goat skins. They also brought back samples of tree roots, barks and pods, and small 
amounts of ground grain that had been used in brewing traditional beer. 
 

Together with some of his students and a group of trainees from the Village Developers 
Course, Peter built a small brick kiln in which he planned to burn the locally collected 
limestone. A few days later, using wood and some purchased coal, Peter and his students 
had the kiln belching out thick clouds of smoke, which gave way, after a time, to a red 
glow visible through the top opening of the kiln. It took an afternoon and a night to burn 
itself out. After cooling, the limestone was taken out of the kiln and water poured on it. 
Within seconds it began disintegrating into a fine powder. The students mixed this lime 
with sand and water and allowed it to stand for a couple of days. The following Saturday 
morning they used it as a mortar, mixed with a small amount of cement, to build a second 
kiln. Soon students were engaged in regular lime-burning and their product was used in 
the construction of some of our buildings. 
 

Peter and his students took some of the animal skins and soaked them for a few days in a 
mixture of lime and water. Extracting them after a thorough soaking, the students found 
that the animal hair separated easily from the skins. When the hides were allowed to dry, 
they became quite hard and brittle. They were then soaked for some time in a mixture of 
water and beer-waste, expelling the lime and making them soft and supple. A final soak in 
water mixed with tannin-rich crushed roots and pods produced a fine, dark leather. 
 

Peter Fewster's search for resources led to occasional Sunday excursions in the school 
truck, packed with students, to the more distant countryside south of Serowe and near a 
line of hills some twenty miles away. We usually took bread and vegetables, meat to be 
roasted on open fires, and fresh water for making tea and coffee. On the first of these 
excursions we found a small but sizeable deposit of ironstone in a small hillock, as well as 
deposits of good clay. Our discoveries, and Peter's science-in-application work, provided a 
stimulus to my thinking about the use of appropriate technologies in small-scale activity 
to maximise the benefit of local resources. It also helped us to design the Development 
Studies course as well as to the planning of activities for the Village Developers Course. 
 

About this time I came across E.F. Schumacher's Small is Beautiful, and it seemed immedi-
ately applicable to our situation in Serowe. I had been giving thought to the constraints 
on rural employment and production that I'd observed around us in Serowe. There were 
few ways by which the poor, who survived largely on subsistence production, could earn 
money, and few jobs for them. I believed we should try to stimulate increased local produc-
tion in a greater variety of commodities, which might include bricks, lime, thatching grass 
and other building materials; leather, pottery and simple glass products; a variety of 
foods and beverages; animal-drawn transport and especially the collection and delivery of 
firewood and water; homespun cotton and woollen cloth, handmade soap and paper 
products, and many others. These ideas would later be developed in the Boiteko project 
in 1968. 

 

Several of our activities were now gathered under the umbrella of the Serowe Youth Devel-
opment Association (SYDA) — the Night School and the Builders Brigade and the proposed 
Brick-making and Carpentry Brigades. Several of the Swaneng staff were members of the 
Association's Council. Jenny Baker and Tessa Harris, together with our school Matron, 
Nancy Moatlhodi, were concerned about the plight of women in the community left to 
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cope when their menfolk left to work in the mines. They had initiated "Basadi ba ba 
Ithusang", a successful women's self-help group involved in income-generating activities 
including gardening, dressmaking and bread-making. They were also included within SYDA. 
 

We had asked Robert Oakeshott to gather useful socio-economic data both for Botswana 
as a whole and for the Serowe area in particular, and then to outline the possibilities that 
might be included in a Swaneng Development Plan. He concluded that, both on social and 
economic grounds, priority should be given to projects focusing on Primary school leavers. 
 
He proposed an enlarged and diversified Brigade programme which would embrace the 
existing building and brick-making and expand into farming, beef-ranching and dairying, 
mechanical work, carpentry, weaving and dressmaking — and would, in time, absorb 600 
young people. These new Brigades would be organised on the same lines as our successful 
Builders Brigade, in which the sale of their products would cover the costs of their teachers 
and instruction, over a three-year period of training. 
 

These Brigade projects would be overseen by the SYDA. Although our school staff would 
provide the academic component, Brigades would be run separately from the School. 
With hindsight, we later came to regret this separation, realising that it was detrimental 
to the School's development and not in keeping with the inclusive ethos that we wished 
to promote. 

 

Towards the end of 1966 we were joined by 4 new teachers. Malcolm van den Bergh, an 
engineer, would teach Maths. Carolyn Davis would teach History; John Davis, Carpentry; 
and Chris Lawson French and English. 
 

New members of staff brought with them a variety of additional skills and interests to 
augment our Saturday voluntary work: 

• It emerged that Alie Fataar was an expert carpenter. Together with students, he made 
all the shelving and furniture for our Library. (This group had contributed greatly to all 
the carpentry work on the Molepolole work-camp). 

• Joyce Leader, from America, worked with Jenny Griffin and the students to catalogue 
our Library books. 

• Len Davies continued with his electrical wiring group. 

• Malcolm van den Bergh, an IVS volunteer, contributed his Engineering skills and 
worked with his group of student metal-workers to make all the bunk-beds for our 
dormitories (and would later take on the challenging task of erecting the great iron 
girders and crossbeams that formed the framework for our impressive school hall). 

• Nancy Moatlhodi, Tessa Harris and Jenny Baker worked with students in the vegetable 
gardens. 

• Peter Fewster worked with students to plant trees and with his lime-burning group. 

• We had been joined by Arne Kvaale, who had come from Norway with his family to run 
the school Farm. Besides being a good farmer, Arne was a relaxed and kindly man, well 
able to motivate his students to work on the new farm buildings and to produce a 
great amount of eggs, milk and vegetables for the students in the Cooking Group. 

 

We worked hard, but at the end of our busy Saturdays there was relaxation too. Jonathan 
Maxwell (Max) organised an outdoor cinema in our spacious courtyard, ordering films 
from South Africa. Kirsty Thomas, together with her Second Form students, presented a 
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memorable performance of The Merchant of Venice, and Joyce Leader worked with 
students to promote their Sports programme, such as arranging matches with other 
schools. Students put on lively concerts to raise funds for their away-games. 
 

Several times during 1966, visits from our strongest and most loyal supporters overseas 
— OXFAM, SAIH, SIDA, War on Want and others — gave us the opportunity to express 
our gratitude and to demonstrate that their donations had been put to good use. When 
Betty Sleath came from War on Want, the students and staff worked with Max to organise 
a memorable occasion — with speeches, singing and dancing and partying — and with a 
huge banner celebrating "The Week That Betty Came!" 
 

Thord Palmlund and Sven Hamrell visited from Sweden and, soon after that, Sven wrote 
to invite me to make a tour through Scandinavia early in the New Year (1967) to promote 
our cause. I immediately began preparing for this visit. Liz and I, together with Tom Masego 
and our baby son Mothusi, left in early December so that we could meet supporters in 
Britain and spend some time with friends and family. 

 

On our return journey in late February, we were, as a family, refused entry into white-ruled 
Rhodesia under its tenacious minority regime. Indeed, we were declared to be Prohibited 
Immigrants forever! Forced to change our plans, we took a flight from Zambia directly into 
Botswana — and from the air we could see that the desert was utterly transformed. 
 

Our dam held several million gallons of water. With the arrival of widespread, prolonged, 
soaking rains, Swaneng was now blessed with tall, dense grass ready for hay. Fields of 
Haygrazer corn grew 7 feet tall, ready for silage, and the students’ gardens were thriving. 
It was 1967 — and the long years of tormenting drought were at an end. 

 

*    *    * 
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Part 6 :  Proliferation and the Support of Government 

 

The early years of Swaneng Hill School proved to be a fertile and dynamic testing-ground 
for our creative search for an alternative approach to education, training and employment 
opportunities — for all, and not just for the few. We were fortunate in the country we 
had chosen, for Botswana's independent Government gave us the freedom and the space 
to work through these years of trial and error, as we hammered out our policies in theory 
and in practice. Furthermore, when we had proved the potential usefulness of our self-
reliant projects, the various Ministries began to support the replication of some of them 
throughout the country. 
 

We joined with the Ministry of Education to build two new Secondary schools associated 
with Brigades — Shashe River Secondary School and Brigades at Tonota and Madiba 
Secondary School and Brigades in Mahalapye. 
 

Brigade training programmes began to spread spontaneously to other parts of the country, 
and the National Brigades Co-ordinating Committee was set up in Gaborone in 1969 to 
promote what became known as the Brigade Movement throughout Botswana. 
 

Swaneng had already created Botswana's first retail Co-op when the Co-operative Develop-
ment Trust was established in Gaborone to provide support and training to Co-ops of all 
kinds throughout Botswana. 
 

Our simple community news-sheet Mmegi Wa Dikgang — started in 1968 by Diane Fewster 
and Aaron Kibel, with content written by teachers and students — later transferred to 
Gaborone and became the well-established, successful daily newspaper that it is today. 
 

The Foundation for Education with Production, based in Gaborone from the early 1980s 
onwards, was set up as an organisation to promote and extend Swaneng ideas throughout 
southern Africa and to establish links with similar Education and Development projects in 
other parts of the world. 

 

Fifty years on, we think it is important to trace this extensive proliferation of ideas and 
practice back to its birthplace at Swaneng during those early years. 
 

The world is witness to many inequalities and cruelties and forms of deprivation. But we 
continue to believe that there are moments when they can sometimes be overcome — 
when ordinary people of goodwill choose to join together in learning and in work to 
transform their situation. 
 

Otsogile Pitso and his friends taught us this in December, 1962, when they first walked 
out to the edge of Serowe and began to build their own School from nothing in the dry, 
dusty, empty bush. Fifty years on, Liz and I salute them — as we salute all the students 
and trainees, staff and supporters — who understood and followed their lead. Our lives 
changed direction at that moment, and we take this opportunity to thank you all. 

 

*    *    * 
 


